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December 14, 2010 

Clerk of the Board 
California Air Resources Board 
1001 I Street 
Sacramento, CA  95814 

Re:  Wellhead Electric Company, Inc. Comments On October 28, 2010 Proposed Regulation To 
Implement The Cap-and-trade Program. 

Dear Board Members, 

Wellhead Electric Company, Inc. (“Wellhead”) is pleased to offer the following 
comments on the Proposed Regulation to Implement the Cap-and-Trade Program (hereinafter 
“Proposed Regulation”).  Wellhead is keenly interested in these regulations due to its 
relationships, through common ownership and the provision of management services, with nine 
generating projects operating in California.  Wellhead’s primary concern is the issue of 
greenhouse gas (“GHG”) cost recovery mechanisms in power purchase agreements (“PPAs”) 
signed before AB 32 was enacted.  We have met with California Air Resources Board (“CARB”) 
staff to discuss Wellhead’s proposed modification to the proposed Cap-and-Trade regulations 
which are included as “Attachment 1.”  The proposed modifications would ensure both equitable 
GHG cost recovery treatment for the affected projects and that utility dispatch decisions 
explicitly consider GHG impacts.  In addition to this issue with pre-AB 32 contracts, there are 
two issues CARB should address where the Proposed Regulations either could cause problems 
under post-AB 32 contracts or make incorrect presumptions regarding the ability of generators to 
recover GHG costs from the California Independent System Operator (“CAISO”) administered 
markets. 

In the Initial Statement of Reasons (“ISOR”) in support of the Proposed Regulation, 
CARB staff points out that there may be a class of generators that do not have a mechanism, 
contractual or otherwise, to recover GHG costs.  “Some generators have reported that some 
existing contracts do not include provisions that would allow for full pass-through of cap-and-
trade costs.”  (ISOR, p. II-32 at n22).  In addition to the financial hardship, the inability to pass 
through these costs will distort the economic dispatch order, undermining the purposes of the 
cap-and-trade program, which is to implement the required AB 32 reduction of GHG emissions.  
These “counter to AB 32” impacts will occur because pre-AB 32 contracts without GHG cost 
recovery will cause less efficient generators (i.e., higher heat rate thermal units that emit more 
GHG per kWh produced) to appear less costly in the economic dispatch order of the purchasing 
utility because there are no GHG costs included. 












